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Abstract: I2P is an anonymous P2P distributed communication layer used to send messages to each other anonymously and safely. It is built on top of the internet and can be considered as an internet within the internet. Even though I2P is developed with an intention to create censorship resistant environment for the free flow of information, it is misused for illegal activities now a days. The possible misuses are less known among law enforcement agencies and existing industry approved software programs have no detection functionality for I2P. Because of the increased use of I2P in criminal purposes, there is a need for methods and tools to acquire and analyze digital evidence related to I2P. We conducted a detailed live memory dump analysis in order to find out the I2P related artifacts from a host machine. Furthermore, we propose a tool that will analyze the memory dump and system local files to find out the I2P related artifacts and provide a detailed report to the investigator.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Darkweb is turning out to be a familiar term nowadays. It invokes some common impressions like the place of shady dealings, anonymous communications, illicit materials etc. The term “darknet” was coined within the seventies to designate networks isolated from ARPANET (the government based military/academical network that evolved in to internet), for security functions. Darknet could receive data from ARPANET but did not appear in the network lists and would not answer pings or other inquiries. I2P is an anonymous network, demonstrating a basic layer that users can use to ship messages to each other anonymously and securely. It is intended to be used with nodes that have I2P system installed. I2P can relay traffic via multiple nodes using tunnels and encapsulated data messages which are routed until the destination is reached. It is a message based and fully distributed system that does not rely on centralized directory on servers to keep track of participating nodes and network performance. I2P uses garlic routing for anonymous communication, which is a variant of Tor’s onion routing.

The success of the recent enforcement operations that have cracked down on criminal services operative on the Tor network is currently inflicting a shift within the criminal landscape. Recently, much of the online criminal activities happens through I2P network. The Libertas Market, a Tor-based portal for selling illegal products, permanently abandoned the Tor network for I2P. Cryptowall 3.0 ransomware and Dyre banking Trojan used I2P for their communication. The malware named i2Ninja, was noticed available at an underground Russian cyber-crime forum. For all major browsers (Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome), i2Ninja is capable of HTML injection and form grabbing. The malware toolkit uses I2P networking layer to mask communications between infected machines and the botnet’s command-and-control server.

Because of increase in cyber-crimes using I2P there is a need for methods and tools to acquire and analyse digital evidence related to the same. Anonymous communications is a challenge to forensic investigators because the evidence collection is difficult in such cases. Hence there raised a need to combine the analysis of host, memory and network to find artifacts of I2P from a computer system.

II. INVISIBLE INTERNET PROJECT

Invisible Internet Project (I2P) is an anonymous peer to peer network layer upon which any number of anonymous applications can work. The applications in I2P provide internet activities like anonymous web browsing, chat, file sharing, email, blogs and many more. The network has been in active development since 2003. All the work done on I2P is open source and freely available on website.

The software participating in the I2P network is called a router. This software is separated from anonymous endpoints or destinations associated with different applications. So an end user will have several local destinations on their router. A tunnel created through an explicitly selected list of routers are used for sending messages. The message can only be sent in one direction. Another tunnel is required to send messages back. Inbound and outbound tunnels are used in I2P communication. Layered encryption is used to ensure the anonymity of the communications. Garlic routing, a variant of onion routing is used in I2P. It will encrypt multiple messages together. As a result traffic analysis become difficult and speed of data transfer also increases.

III. RELATED WORKS

Maxim and Behnam [1] investigate the characteristics of I2P network in order to outline the problems and methods in detection of I2P artifacts. They put forward the methods like investigation of I2P installers, detection via known hash set library, comparison of address books, takeover of existing registrars and mirroring of the eepisites. Juan et al. [2] take the first step towards the linkability of users and applications in the I2P network.
They conducted a group-based characterization, where they determine the extent to which a group of users is responsible for the file-sharing activity of the overall I2P. Juan et al. [3] have also designed and successfully implemented and deployed the first large scale monitoring architecture for the I2P network, mainly focused on anonymous file-sharing. They arrive at the conclusion that group based identification is possible, even if single user identification is not.

Based on the analysis on the I2P data, Khalid [4] concluded that the resource sharing (bandwidth participation) of the users on the I2P network improves the anonymity level of the users. On the other hand, using the default setting for not using the shared client tunnels for all applications seems to reduce the anonymity level and enables the application profiling ability of a potential attacker. Yue Gao et al. [5] proposed three approaches to discover eepSites: (1) running floodfill routers, (2) gathering hosts.txt files actively and (3) crawling popular portal eepSites. From the real-world experiments, the combination of the three methods in total discovered 1861 online eepSites covering over 80% of all eepsites in I2P network. Mathias Ehert [6] conducted tests to analyze latency and bandwidth drawbacks while using I2P to surf the internet anonymously.

Preethi and Dinesha [7] conducted a comparative study of different packet sniffers, protocol analyzers and intrusion detection system that can be used for forensic analysis of darknet. They compared the packet sniffers and protocol analyzers like Tcpdump, Windump, Fiddler, Network Miner, Wireshark/tshark, Capsa, Netsniff-ng and intrusion detection systems like Snort, Suricata, Bro IDS, Security Onion, OpenWIPS-NG, Kismet and NetDetector. Dr. Digvijaysinh [8] proposed techniques for Tor browser and Bitcoin transaction forensics. According to him, the evidences related to Tor browser can be extracted from RAM forensics, registry changes, network forensics and database changes. Bitcoin transaction forensics can be carried out by extracting forensic artifacts from installed Bitcoin wallet application on user’s system. Afzaal et. al. [9] in his work conducted an in depth comparative study on the two popular anonymous systems I2P and Tor.

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Computer forensics is a branch of forensic science that deals with the evidence collection from computers or digital storage mediums. The main objective of computer forensics is to identify, collect, preserve and analyse data in a way that preserves the integrity of the evidence gathered so it may be used effectively in a legal case. Many forensic tools are currently available which facilitates the digital investigations.

The investigations related to anonymous networks like I2P is always a headache to the law enforcement agencies. The use of I2P networks in criminal activities are increasing day by day. Current widely accepted forensic tools like Encase or FTK will not address the detection of I2P by default and the possible use of I2P in cybercrimes are less known among investigators. So there raised a need for an effective analysis tool that detect and analyze I2P related artifacts from a computer system.

The proposed system took the physical memory dump and system local files as input and generate a report containing I2P related artifacts as output. The input files are hashed in order to ensure integrity. The artifacts were collected from the input files and analyzed for the I2P related evidences. A report containing I2P artifacts were generated for the user. Fig. 1. Shows the block diagram of the proposed system.

V. FORENSIC ANALYSIS OF I2P

I2P router software focuses heavily on network traffic reliability, rather than on locally stored data on participating I2P nodes. The local data is therefore stored without encryption and can be used by forensic analysts investigating a seized device [1]. Physical memory dump and system local files were analyzed in order to find out artifacts related to I2P.

A. Memory Analysis

Any information in RAM would possibly be lost once the device is turned off. Such information might include passwords, running processes, open sockets, contents of the clipboard, etc. All that information has to be collected before the system is powered down or transported. If the hard drive is encrypted, the capture of volatile data is even more crucial, since the hard drive information without it may not be available to the forensic investigator.

In order to get I2P related artifacts the physical memory dump was taken using the OSForensics tool from Passmark software. Fig 2. shows the user interface of OSForensics tool.

![Fig. 2. User interface of OSForensics tool](image_url)

The physical memory dump was analyzed using Volatility tool. Fig 3. Shows the user interface of Volatility tool.
Fig 3. User interface of Volatility tool

B. System Local Files Analysis

a) Addressbook: The associations between an I2P domain name and I2P network identifier is stored in a file called the addressbook. In order to access an eepsite that is not present in the addressbook, the users have to manually add the eepsite address to the hosts.txt file or through an automatic subscription mechanism. The subscription details can be obtained from the addressbook which can be used in forensic investigations. The location of addressbook is C:\Users\<username>\AppData\Roaming\I2P\addressbook as shown in the Fig. 4.

Fig 4. Location of Addressbook

The contents of addressbook is shown in the Fig. 5.

Fig 5. Addressbook Contents

b) I2P Firefox Browser Profile Folder: The I2P browser profile was downloaded from the official site to access I2P. The location of profile folder is C:\Users\<username>\AppData\Local\I2PBrowser-Launcher\firefox.profile.i2p as shown in the Fig. 6.

Fig 6. Location of I2P Firefox Browser Profile Folder

VI. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Physical memory dump and system local files were analyzed in order to find out artifacts related to I2P. As a result process related information is obtained from the physical memory analysis and browsing related artifacts from the system local files analysis.

A. Analysis Results

In real world scenarios, knowledge about a router participating in an anonymization network is enough to undertake actions against citizens. The physical memory was analysed using the ‘Volatility’ tool. The results are as follows:

a) pslist: It will list all the running processes by following the EPROCESS list. The ‘I2Psvc.exe’ is listed in the output as shown in Fig. 7. I2Psvc.exe is usually located in the ‘C:\Program Files\i2p’ folder. The .exe extension of a filename indicates an executable file. I2Psvc.exe is developed by Tanuki Software Ltd. and is a component of Java Service Wrapper Community.

Fig 7. Output of pslist

b) pstree: It will print the process list as a tree. Fig. 8. shows the output of pstree. ‘I2Psvc.exe’ and its child processes are listed in the output. Child processes are indicated using indentation and periods.

Fig 8. Output of pstree
c) **psscan:** It is a pool scanner for process objects. This can find processes that previously terminated and processes that have been hidden or unlinked by a rootkit. The output of psscan includes ‘conhost.exe’ which is a child process of ‘I2Psvc.exe’, as shown in Fig. 9.

![Fig 9. Output of psscan](image)

**Fig 9. Output of psscan**

**d) psxview:** It will find hidden processes with various process listings. It will give a comparison of various process enumeration techniques that will help in identifying variances. As shown in Fig. 10, ‘I2Psvc.exe’ is listed in the output of psxview.

![Fig 10. Output of psxview](image)

**Fig 10. Output of psxview**

e) **sessions:** It will list the details of user logon sessions. The ‘I2Psvc.exe’ is listed in the output as shown in Fig. 11.

Process: 9868 RuntimeBroker 2019-11-06 05:44:03 UTC+0800
Process: 8764 I2Psvc.exe 2019-11-06 05:54:18 UTC+0800
Process: 6404 conhost.exe 2019-11-06 05:54:18 UTC+0800
Process: 7592 java.exe 2019-11-06 05:54:19 UTC+0800

![Fig 11. Output of sessions](image)

**Fig 11. Output of sessions**

f) **threads:** A thread is a path of execution within a process. A process can contain multiple threads. The output of threads list the associated threads of the I2P process as shown in the Fig. 12.

![Fig 12. Output of threads](image)

**g) dlllist:** It will print the list of loaded dlls. DLL stands for “Dynamic Link Library”. A DLL (.dll) file contains a library of functions and other information that a Windows program can access. When a program is launched, static links or dynamic links to the necessary .dll files are created. Fig. 13 shows the output of the dlllist.

![Fig 13. Output of dlllist](image)

**VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE**

I2P is an anonymous network that is built up over the internet. Due to the increased use of I2P in criminal activities, there arises a need for methods that detect the presence of I2P in the host machine and the related artifacts. We conducted an in-depth analysis of the physical memory dump and system local files in order to find out the presence of I2P in a Windows 10 machine. From the analysis, we obtained process-related information from the memory dump and browsing related artifacts from the system local files. Furthermore, we are expecting the presence of more I2P-related information from system files like event logs and from network traffic analysis.
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